> International conference agenda

24-28 July 2006
Leiden, the Netherlands
Cross-cultural Perspectives on the International Legal Order in the 21st Century
ASEF Summer School
Organised by ASEF and IIAS
Contact: Ma. Valeria Remaggioli
valerie@iasf.org
www.iasf.nl/au3j or www.iasf.org

5 July 2006
Utrecht, the Netherlands
Entitled to Surrender: Reading Hindu Texts Inter-religiously
Lecture by Prof. Francis X. Clooney SJ (Harvard Divinity School, Boston/Cambridge) Convenor: Prof. Norbert Hinterstinner (Comparative and Interreligious Theology), IMJO
[5]Boree@theo.uu.nl

7-14 July 2006
Rotterdam, the Netherlands
Bali Summer School for Music and Dance
Organised by Codarts, University of Professional Arts Education: Rotterdam
Contact: Marianne Penning de Vries
m.penning@codarts.nl
www.codarts.nl

10-14 July 2006
Edinburgh, United Kingdom
15th World Sanskrit Conference
Conference Organised by International Association of Sanskrit
Contact: John Brockington
J.Brockington@ed.ac.uk
www.ed.ac.uk/sanskrit/15WWSC

12-15 July 2006
Bristol, United Kingdom
CDPlam and Risk: Challenges for Social Development and Governance in East Asia Conference
Organised by: Centre for East Asian Studies, University of Bristol, UK East Asian Policy Research Network (EAPRN)
Contact: Emma Holland
Emma.Holland@bristol.ac.uk
www.bris.ac.uk/casa/events/conferences/gdp.shtml

13-15 July 2006
Singapore
Communities of Interpretation
Burma Studies Conference Organised by Asia Research Institute
Contact: Alyson Rozella
bsc06@nus.edu.sg
www.ari.nus.edu.sg/conf2006/bsc06.htm

13-15 July 2006
Sydney, Australia
Agora – Landscape, City and Temple
Organised by Department of Anthropology and the School of Geosciences
Contact: Martin King
angkor2006@aci.curtin.edu.au
conferences.aci.curtin.edu.au/index.php?cf=4-9

19-20 July 2006
Depok, Indonesia
Redefining World Literatures Seminar Organised by the Department of Literature, Faculty of Humanities, University of Indonesia Contact: Melani Budianta
sasutra_fb@yahoo.com

21-23 July 2006
Bandung, Indonesia
Ate-Polis: Creative Culture and the Making Place Seminar and workshop on urban culture Organised by Institute of Technology Bandung psdu@melia.net.id
www.ar.itb.ac.id/artepolis

28-30 July 2006
Palembang, Indonesia
Local Cultures and Its Manifestations in Nusantara Manuscipst Symposium Organised by MANASSA Contact: Tjok Pujaisutji
sasitomansumansass0200@yahoo.com

31 July-1 August 2006
Kuching, Malaysia
Borneo in the New Century The Eighth Biennial Conference Organised by the Borneo Research Council (BRC) Contact: James Chin
james.chin@brcms.com or j.chin@rias.unimas.my
www.borneoresearchcouncil.org

August 2006
1-2 August, 2006
Chicago, United States
Annual Conference of the Association of Asian Performance (AAP)
Contact: Kirstin Paula
paula@hawaii.edu
www.yavunika.org/yavonline

3-4 August 2006
Singapore, Singapore
Rationalising China’s Place in Asia, 1800 to 2000 Conference
Convenor(s): Zheng Yangwen & Liu Hong
Organised by Asia Research Institute
arise@nus.edu.sg & chliuh@nus.edu.sg

7-9 August 2006
Beijing, China
Predictive Genetic Testing in Asia: Social Science Perspectives on the Bioethics of Choice Special Symposium VIII WBC Organised by IIAS m.sleeboom@wanadobi.nl
www.iasl.nl

8-18 August, 2006
Leiden, the Netherlands
ELWIS Intensive Seminar on Old Chinese Phonology Hosted by the CNWS, IIAS and Leiden University’s Faculty of Arts Convenor: Dirk Meyer D.Meyer@let.leidenuniv.nl

20-23 August 2006
Beijing, China
Tourism and the New Asia; Implications for Research, Policy and Practice Conference Contact: William Feighery
wfeighery@beltourism.com
www.plktourism.com

25-26 August 2006
Canberra, Australia
Asia-Pacific Missions: At Home and Abroad Second biennnual ANU missiory history conference Convenor(s): Australian National University Organised by WIAP
ian.welch@anu.edu.au

30 August-2 September 2006
Keningau/Bonn, Germany 11th Seminar Organised by International Association for Tibetan Studies Contact: P. Schwegner
iats2006@uni-bonn.de
www.iats2006.uni-bonn.de

3-10 August 2006
Singapore
Rationaisng China’s Place in Asia, 1800 to 2000 Conference
Convenor(s): Zheng Yangwen & Liu Hong
Organised by Asia Research Institute
arise@nus.edu.sg & chliuh@nus.edu.sg

9-16 August 2006
Tampere, Finland
Perspectives on Eurasia Conference Organised by the Jean Monnet Centre of European Excellence, University of Tampere and the Centre for the Study of Mid-West and Central Asia, Panjab University Contact: Ms. Tytti Erasto
tytti.erasto@uta.fi

7-8 September 2006
Helsinki, Finland
ASEM @10/Phase 2: Connecting Civil Societies Conference Convenor(s): ASEF Organised by ASEF in co-operation with CIE, University of Helsinki, EIAS and IIAS Contact: Natalia Figge
natalia@iasf.org
www.iasf.org

7-9 September 2006
Singapore
Of Asian Origin: Rethinking Tourism in Contemporary Asia Workshop Organised by Asia Research Institute Contact: Tim Winter
arini@nus.edu.sg
www.ari.nus.edu.sg/conf2006/tourism.htm

11-17 September 2006
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Crime, Law and Order in the Japanese Empire, 1895-1945 Workshop Organised by NIOD indie-indonesi@niod.nl

18-20 September 2006
Taipei, Taiwan
Inter-mediated Cross-border Marriages in Asia and Europe International Conference organised by the National Science Council (NSC), Taiwan and IIAS Convenors: Prof. Yang Wen-shan and Prof. Winn Stoofab Contact: Melody Lu
M.Lu@let.leidenuniv.nl
www.iasl.nl

18-21 September 2006
Paris, France
Poloic-environments and Environmental Change in Asia Third Masterclass on Modern Research Techniques in Asian Archaelogy Organised by U’Escole Francaise d’Extrém Orient (LEFEIO) and IIAS Convenor: Francisca Verellen (LEFEIO)
www.rug.nl/ods/index
www.ecardc.org/jui/show/id=60227

4-6 September 2006
Sydney, Australia
ECARDC VIII Organised by IIAS
M.sleeboom@wanadobi.nl
www.iasl.nl

21-23 September 2006
Shanghai, China
China and the World: Harmony and Peace Forum Organised by World Forum on China Studies Contact: Vivian Lee vivleee_vivleee@yahoo.com

21-25 September 2006
Berlin, Germany
From Distant Tales: Archaeology and Ethnology in the Highlands of Sumate Workshop Organised by National University of Singapore and the Free University of Berlin Contact: Dominik Bonatz
bonatz@zedat.fu-berlin.de

25-27 September 2006
Leiden, the Netherlands
Culture and Commerce in the Indian Ocean Conference Convenor(s): Henk Niemeijer and Michael Pearson Organised by Leiden University and University of Technology, Sydney indian.ocean.uts.edu.au
www.indianoceansproject.net

27-29 September 2006
Copenhagen, Denmark
New Asian Dynamics in Science, Technology and Innovation Nordic Conference Organised by NIAS-Nordic Institute of Asian Studies Contact: Erik Skaaning, Information & Semantic Coordinator erik@nias.ku.dk
www.nias.ku.dk

28 September-1 October 2006
Ann Arbor, United States
CESS Annual Conference cessconf@fas.harvard.edu
http://cess.fas.harvard.edu/CESS_Conference.html

October 2006
11-15 October 2006
Dakar, Senegal
Youth and the Global South: Religions, Politics, and the Making of Youth in Africa, Asia, and the Middle East Conference Convenor(s): The Steering Committee Organised by ASC/CADESRIA/ISM/IAAS Contact: Marius Ossweijer
m.ossweijer@ilet.leidenuniv.nl
The International Institute for Asian Studies (IIAS) is a private non-profit research institute based in Leiden, the Netherlands. IIAS hosts the Research School CNWS (School of Asian, African and African Studies), the Institute of Far Eastern Studies (IFFES), the Centre for Southeast Asian Studies (CSAW) and the Centre for Chinese Studies (CICS).

IIAS collaborates with Leiden University, the University of Amsterdam and the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, and makes its facilities available to scholars from across the Netherlands and internationally. The IIAS office is housed in the Prins Hendriklaan, Leiden. It is 15 minutes by tram from the city centre and 10 minutes by tram from the station. The University of Leiden is the oldest university in the Netherlands and a recognized leader in research and teaching. The university is located in the historical city centre and offers world-class facilities and a vibrant academic community.

IIAS organizes research programmes and provides funds to researchers to study Asia-related topics. It also facilitates collaborative projects and research exchanges with institutions around the world. The institute aims to promote interdisciplinary research and engage with a wide range of stakeholders, including policymakers, educators, and the general public.

Leiden is a city located in the Netherlands, known for its rich history and academic institutions. It is home to the University of Leiden, one of the oldest universities in the world, and Leiden University Medical Center, which is renowned for its research in various fields.

The International Institute for Asian Studies offers research fellowships, workshops, and conferences to support studies on Asia. Contact details for IIAS are provided to facilitate communication and collaboration with researchers from around the world.

For more information or to apply for a fellowship, visit the IIAS website at www.iias.nl or contact iiasfellowships@let.leidenuniv.nl.